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Traditional authentication models are limited to one-, two- or three-factor authentication with remote veri�cation services siloed from one
another. Each veri�cation service, which stores user authentication reference data, requires transmission of live authentication data from the
user over shared networks.
The Hyper-Authentication (HyperAuth) framework improves user privacy protection and enhances user experience by providing rapid local
authentication. It eliminates the need for unique passwords for each application and gives users access to services once considered too sensitive
for mobile platforms.
HyperAuth does so by leveraging the unique capabilities and features of smart mobile platforms (e.g., sensors and contextual information) to
implement multifactor and context-aware local (on-device) authentication veri�cation services using authentication reference data (e.g.,
biometric templates) stored securely on the device. It transforms the mobile platform into a self-contained, privacy-protecting authentication
machine that supports various authentication and contextual factors.
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A standard framework for transaction-based risk decisions.
Secure on-device storage of authentication reference data.
Local identity authentication veri�cation services.
Context- and environment-based authentication risk assessment.
Multiple authentication assurance levels that allow diverse policies for different applications.
Logical boundaries for authentication assurance.
Foundation for continuous user authentication.
Traditional computing platforms employ the well-established three-factor approach: something you know (e.g., password), something you have
(e.g., token or cryptographic key) and something you are (e.g., biometric). Many consider biometric authentication over public networks to be
inappropriate because live biometric samples are transmitted over an untrusted network. Also, each remote service provider acts as an
authentication service, establishing an identity and authentication token for access. Users thus must establish and use an authentication token
unique to every service. Figure 1 (le� half) illustrates the traditional model.
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Key features and bene�ts of HyperAuth include:
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